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Chosen by the Gods, you have been empowered with the power to wield their scythe. In a mystical battle, a demon invaded your world and you had to join to battle with the demon. You were chosen to fight with the demon, and the demon's soul was to be sealed in a new part of your world. The place where the demon's soul was sealed and your power was
granted, is known as the Elden Ring. Fighting the demon on this island, you were granted with the power to use the elements of pure earth and water. In the lands between, the demon's soul was sealed and the power of the Elden Ring was granted, and you are born. It is for this reason, that you are called the Tarnished Ones. In the world full of fresh and

new opportunities, you will rise, tarnished, and begin a new adventure. ■ The Ultimate Adventure (12 Hours) The ultimate adventure with the combat system that revolutionized the genre of RPG. The system that enables you to move at the speed of action and use a variety of attacks while attacking other characters, standing, and even while crouching or
rolling. ■ A Fantasy World Full of Depth (14 Hours) Step into the Lands Between and discover a world full of fantasy and challenges. Various types of enemy fights, but also capture with convenience, boss battles, and optional content such as quests. ■ A Mythical Story With a Touch of Drama (10 Hours) In the lands between, you will start your adventure
and fight a mysterious enemy, and the powerful hands of fate will guide you. ■ The Vast World is Fully Three-Dimensional (15 Hours) Explore a 3D fantasy world, in which you can swim freely, run faster, and perform an evasion to escape from danger. ■ Action-Packed Battles (15 Hours) Battles in the fantasy world will consist of attacks, tackles, dodges,

evasive maneuvers, and other dazzling movements. The battle system is a very innovative action RPG that lets you perform a variety of actions while fighting enemies. ■ A Variety of Combinations (14 Hours) The action RPG battle system that lets you combine multiple attacks allows you to enjoy a variety of combinations. ■ A Great Number of Characters
to Meet and Create (20 Hours)

Elden Ring Features Key:
An epic multilayered story.

One of the most beautiful SRPGs ever created.
A vast world full of exciting dungeons.

An embodiment of a heavily story-driven RPG.
An abundant variety of possibilities to play the game as you wish.

Possibilities of extensive character development.
A vast collection of equipment that can be freely combined.

An asynchronous online play that lets you feel the presence of others.
A powerful class system that can be freely mixed and matched.

A brimming combat system with all kinds of critical hits.
Multiple endings that can lead to interesting outcomes.

An Eye system that allows you to thoroughly enjoy the story and quests.
An unmatched speed of action.

Adequate modifications to the mechanics of the Shadow of the Dreaming Warrior through updates.
Innovative maneuvers including the skill ingredients feature of the battle augments.

Related Dramatic Games by Kadokawa:

XnS: Ancient Empire
XnS: Sacred Rage
XnS: The Secret of Kikinna Island
XnS: Battle Winter
XnS: Gathering of the Dead

In anticipation of the release of, and Demo Version of, the PlayStation 3 Shadow of the Dreaming Warrior 2
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